Meet Temple University’s 2018-2019 Fulbright U.S. Student Program Cohort

Xavier Burke, CLA ’15, English Teaching Assistantship in Brazil
Jasmine Costello, CLA ’14, Graduate Degree grant in the United Kingdom
Colman Cumberland, CLA ’18, English Teaching Assistantship in Mexico
Kay Hannahan, MFA, TFMA ’16, Arts grant in Hungary
Elaina Hawkins, Education ’18, English Teaching Assistantship in Spain
Maggie Lindrooth, CLA ’16, English Teaching Assistantship in Mongolia
Eileen Owen, Tyler ’10, Study grant in Ireland (declined award)
Dana Muniz Pacheco, CLA Ph.D. candidate, Research grant in the Dominican Republic
Eric Perinovic, CLA Ph.D. candidate, Research grant in Germany
William Schwaller, Tyler Ph.D. candidate, Research grant in Argentina
Alexander Voisine, CLA ’18, Graduate Degree grant in Mexico

Congratulations!